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It’s We Who Build Community
An activity extension of "Our Singapore: Friday Prayer"

INTRODUCTION
Muslims in Singapore make donations to their mosques to help the poor and needy, and to contribute to the maintenance of
the buildings. They play an active role in building their communities and looking out for the less privileged. All of us have
the power to strengthen our communities. Which groups of people can we help to make our society a better one?
INSTRUCTIONS
1. FORM groups of four to five members for this activity. Together with your teammates, make a presentation on a
charitable or non-profit organisation that you think society could do more for.
2. CHOOSE one organisation that your group would like to represent. You can select one of the numerous organisations in
Singapore such as the Children’s Cancer Foundation, Handicaps Welfare Association, Movement for the Intellectually
Disabled, and Action for Aids Singapore. You can also think of any group of people whom you feel have been left out,
and create your own organisation for them.
3. PLAN for your presentation using the planner below. The aim of your presentation is to convince your classmates that
they should make a donation to or volunteer at your organisation.
4. DECIDE on your mode of presentation. You may write and draw on mah-jong paper, or do a PowerPoint presentation.
5. PRESENT to your class the organisation that you have picked.
6. REFLECT on the different organisations that you have learnt about from your classmates. Which would you like to
contribute to? Perhaps you could do something for that organisation as a class.

OUR PRESENTATION PLANNER
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The name of our organisation is:
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The group of people that we serve/would like to serve is:
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The programmes and activities that we run/would like to run:

4
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You can help our organisation in the following ways:

You will find it meaningful to help our organisation because:

